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About This Game

The Slug - is of medium complexity 2D platformer where you play as an ordinary slug. Your main objective is picking up the
mucus and thereby completing levels. Be careful, each level has different dangers lurk, such as mosquitoes, ants and sharp

peaks. Faced with them your main character instantly dies, respectively, the level starts over. Jumping on ants, you without harm
to yourself kill them, it will help you pass the levels without unnecessary enemies. Think over every step, because if you step on

the wrong platform, you can't come back.
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Title: The Slug
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 300 MB

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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This is the worst and most simple game I have ever seen I wish I could get my money back please learn real development.. The
slug is, and always will be, the greatest platformer of all time.

. no.
bad game
why did i buy
ewwwwwwwwwww. Totally 100% worth it if you have a 90% off coupon like I did and get it for 20 cents. so dope. pretty good
game
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Do not buy this game. It is not worth it. You get no trading cards and you can not get all achievements.
You can not save and with 12 levels there is not so much to save.. broken achievment. Another asset swap game, from a
Zonitron Productions sock puppet developer.. Simply awful.
Graphics aren't even that bad, backgrounds are nice and the characters too have nice designs.
The main problem is the basic gameplay. The Slug is a completely classic single-screen platformer in which you have to jump
on platform, avoid enemies, collect things and get to the exit.
The controls are horrendous, and everything moves super fast from the first level. From enemies to platforms, and you can't
even remap your controls so no WASD and such.
There are only 12 levels too, and no save\/continue options (no options in any case).
And as I said, thanks to the awful controls, these 12 levels seem like 200 levels, apart from the fact that you're replaying the
same one 50 times 'cos you will most likely die everywhere due to the quickness of the enemies and the timing required.
Apart from trading cards and achievements, already discussed in all the reviews I saw, the game itself doesn't deserve a try
especially considered that it comes off at 2\u20ac and not even 1\u20ac.. Okey guys. Here is a thing. First of all, this game
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665anymore (When I started it, the actual "the slug" game
appeared). But still this game is bugged. For those of you who are hunting for easy "perfect games" (all achievements
completed) still dont play it. The reason for that is that one of the achievements is bugged and you will never make this game
perfectly completed. If creator respect his players, he must fix it. That's it.. This game is a nice gameplay. The developer doesn't
improve of broken achievement and trading cards. These cards I don't receive. Please fix them as fast as you can possible.. This
game is stupid. The achievments are bugged you can never get all the achievments. Horrible gameplay. Level 8 is impossible.
Dont waste your money.. this game is really stupid even though I got it for $0.20. the last achievement is broken which is really
irritating, plus never recieved any trading cards.. Rated down for broken achievement! Fix it ffs!
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